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1. INTRODUCTION

It is a total pleasure to be invited to comment on Colin’s
timely paper. In it Colin refers to Bell Labs and AT&T sev-
eral times. Further, the Tukey (JWT) paper lists his affiliations
as Princeton University and Bell Telephone Laboratories, so
I seize an opportunity to celebrate the Labs of the early 1960s
as well as comment on his ideas.

Colin’s paper brings back so many memories of the
1960–1964 period: anecdotes, FFTs, lunches, seminars,
Hamming, Tukey, Hamming–Tukey, golf, learning, visitors,
computing, books, history, open doors, pink paper drafts,
technical reports, rides between Princeton and Murray Hill,
shared offices, AMTSs, chiding, support (personal and finan-
cial), opportunities (both seized and missed), blackboards, air-
conditioning, freedom, confidence, pranks, Tukey anecdotes,
gossip, conferences, unpublished memos, and people who are
no longer with us. Pursuit of excellence was the order of the
day. I could write a page or more on each of these topics, but
this is not the place.

I was at Bell Labs for the summers of 1960, 1961, and then
for the years 1962–1964. I was a summer student at first and
next a Member of Technical Staff (MTS). These were magic
years at a magic place. None of the involved persons with whom
I have used the term have ever disagreed. I can say that every-
thing important about statistics that I ever learned, I learned at
lunch at Murray Hill. The rest of my career has been applying
what I learned.

Colin reviews a place (University College London, 1948–
1958) and people (Fisher, Hotelling, Tukey) in his paper. I will
do the same.

2. THE PEOPLE

Colin is, of course, one of the key influences, drivers, crit-
ics, and contributors to the development of modern data analy-
sis. He is a problem solver with few if any peers. At the Labs
he used to be in his office (with door wide open), at lunch, al-
ways available and always interruptible. The others in the group
with wide-open doors and a thirst for discovery included Martin
Wilk, Ram Gnanadesikan, Bill Williams, Roger Pinkham, and a
stream of visitors. Of course, John Tukey dropped in/appeared
steadily from the management wing of the buildings. The fields

of expertise included sampling, multivariate analysis, time se-
ries, analysis of variance, and the newly defined field of data
analysis. [Gnanadesikan (2001) reminded me that JWT came
up with the term “data analysis” at a party at my house in 1960.
Ram’s paper contains many reminiscences about the Labs and
comments on data analysis.]

Martin Wilk went on to become a Vice President of AT&T
and then Director of Statistics Canada. He was one of the few
people who could cause John Tukey to really focus on the topic
at hand. (JWT was one of the great multiprocessors and typi-
cally focused on several things at a time.) In particular, Martin
could sum up mighty ideas in a pithy phrase or sentence. To give
an example, there was a scorn for significance tests at the Labs.
Martin remarked: “Significance tests are things to do while your
are thinking about what you really want to do.” Both Colin and
Martin went on to write influential papers with Tukey on ex-
ploratory data analysis.

3. THE RESEARCH

The Labs’ researchers’ directions then were not specifically
laid out by the higher-ups, rather various management and engi-
neering types would drop in with problems. It seemed that few,
if any, in the statistics group could resist these problems, puz-
zles, or datasets. There were expected and unexpected discov-
eries. Terminology was created, graphic displays were basic,
residuals were fodder, engineering and chemical science were
ever present. Gnanadesikan (2001) used the word “synergy” to
describe the milieu.

A theme of my discussion is that the Labs of the early 1960s
were magic years for data analysis. They were also magic years
for the digitization of the engineering sciences. The FFT (fast
Fourier transform) has been mentioned, but also seismic records
and speech were being digitized and an analysis sometimes cul-
minated with an analog record. I mention this because a great
talent that Colin brought to the Statistics Group was skills in
combinatorics and discrete mathematics.
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4. TUKEY’S PAPER

“Tukey’s paper” was the first article of the first number of
the Annals of Mathematical Statistics of 1962. The editor at
that time was J. L. Hodges Jr., who was renowned for both the-
oretical and applied statistics work. No thanks are given in the
paper to referees, so perhaps the editor published it on his own
authority. The paper had been received by the Annals on July 1,
1961 and was presented at the IMS Meeting in Seattle in 1961,
so it was out in public.

Tukey’s Foreward to the Collected Works (Jones 1986) is
worth a read. For example, one finds at the beginning: “Besse
Day (Mauss), who spent a year with R. A. Fisher, once told me
that he told her that ‘all he had learned he had learned over
the (then hand-cranked) calculating machine’.” I record this
quote to lead into the remark that JWT was involved in more
than pencil-and-paper data analyses. Tukey’s paper presents an
example. There are several analyses of one particular dataset,
a 36 × 15 table of the values of some particular multiple regres-
sion coefficients. JWT presents a robust/resistant row/column
fitting procedure. The Foreward is also interesting for JWT’s
comments on Bayesian statistics.

5. COLIN’S PAPER

Colin asks a sequence of questions:

• “How do we attract the brightest students to our subject?”
• “How to convey this to a bright student, who has some

analytical attitude, but who is attracted to the glamour of
pure science (or math), or the promise of riches in Wall
Street?”

• “Is statistics a science?”
• “If statistics is a science, what is its subject matter?”
• “What do statisticians study?”
• “The question remains, is statistics a science?”
• “But is statistics itself a science?”
• “So is statistics, or data analysis if you prefer, a science?”
• “Surely each of these applications areas is not completely

different from all the others?”
• “How does one choose an appropriate methodology?”

6. SOME ANSWERS TO THE QUESTIONS

First off, I am not going to get into the “is it a science?”
discussion, because I just do not think that it matters much.
I am happy to view “statistics/data analysis” as a fine endeavor
that provides much amusement and contributions of insight
and understanding to scientific researchers. I leave the ques-
tion to others, but note that Colin mentions his “sincere admi-
ration for engineers, who have to make things work in the real
world” (I have heard this sentiment phrased as “every engineer-
ing problem has a solution”), and engineering statistics is one
of our subfields (see Technometrics).

However, “how to involve students” is a question dear to my
heart. I do have suggestions:

• Get them to read books like the Hoaglin–Mosteller–Tukey
(1983, 1985, 1991) series. (I note Colin’s chiding of JWT’s
EDA book with “his 1977 EDA book discusses the meth-
ods of exploratory data analysis, but says nothing about
how to use these methods.”)

• Get them to attend pertinent courses.
• Teach pertinent courses.
• Get them to attend talks, and get talks presented.
• Pay them well.
• Raid the computer science departments. (There are lots of

straight computing problems, like how to work out bag-
plots and how to speed up computations, that can lure stu-
dents in.)

My own serious attempt at an original course was Statis-
tics 215a, taught in the fall semesters of 2003 and 2004 here
at Berkeley. The syllabus, book list, and readings are provided
in the Appendix.

Another attempt I made was to use the book of De Veaux,
Velleman, and Bock (2006) as text in a third-year undergrad-
uate course. In it many EDA techniques are illustrated, there
is a chapter on “Regression Wisdom,” and one finds the stric-
ture “Make a picture. Make a picture. Make a picture.” repeated
many times. (This was a Labs mantra.) Students from a broad
group of departments registered for the course and appeared to
grasp the EDA concepts almost immediately.

I am sure others teach such courses. It strikes me that one
does not have to yearn for a reincarnation of that 1960s Labs
environment, because the ideas are out and Tukey-type data
analysis is now the order of the day.

7. SUMMARY

I call this 1960–1964 period “magic years” because the seeds
for high-quality statistical analyses were sown then, and analy-
ses in which electronic computers, graphics, and residuals be-
came paramount. Sadly, one cannot say the same about the
Labs; how the mighty have fallen.

I end with the following note. There was talk at the 1960s
lunches of forming a Society of Data Analysis. My contribution
was to suggest that Tukey could be called “soda pop.”

APPENDIX: STATISTICS 215A “APPLIED STATISTICS
AT AN ADVANCED LEVEL,” UNIVERSITY OF

CALIFORNIA BERKELEY 2003, 2004

Syllabus

Week 1. Stem-and-leaf, 5-number summary, boxplot, par-
allel boxplots, examples

Week 2. EDA vs. CDA vs. DM, magical thinking, scatter
plots, pairs(), bagplot(), spin()

Week 3. Summaries of location, spread vs. level plot, em-
pirical Q–Q plot, smoothing scatterplots, smoothing types

Week 4. The future of data analysis, linear fitting, OLS,
WLS, NLS, multiple OLS, robust/resistant fitting of straight
line

Week 5. Optimization methods, the psi function, residual
analysis, fitting by stages, the x-values

Week 6. Wavelets, NLS, robust/resistant variants, smooth-
ing/nonparametric regression, sensitivity curve, two-way arrays

Week 7. Residuals analysis for two-way array, L1 approxi-
mation, median polish, diagnostic plot, data analysis and statis-
tics: an expository overview
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Week 9. Exploratory analysis of variance: terminology,
overlays, ANOVA table, rob/res methods, examples

Week 10. Some principles of data analysis
Week 11. r − 2, R − 2, Simpson’s paradox, lurking variables
Week 12. Exploratory time series analysis (ETSA), plotting

time series, methods
Week 13. Data mining, definitions; contrasts with statistics
Week 14. Data mining for time series, for association rules,

market basket analysis.
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Colin Mallows discussion of Tukey’s paper gives us an op-
portunity to clarify our thoughts about the state of the field. Be-
fore I enter into a debate with Colin, I will follow his lead by
reminiscing about the past—a more recent past than his, how-
ever.

It used to be that self-identification as a statistician, at parties,
say, produced rambling responses about “the worst class I had
to take in college.” The confession “I’m in statistics” was not

exactly a conversation stopper, but it did not move the conver-
sation in a desirable direction either. This I remember from the
1980s. Did we have a problem back then, and, if so, do we still
have it today?
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